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Abstract—Orchestrating the Internet of Things (IoT) is complex. Service modularization can reduce this complexity. Therefore, service-oriented management is a promising paradigm. For reasons such as privacy and performance, managing services site-locally is very suitable for the IoT. The desired service-oriented site-local IoT management requires a suitable service management. However, due to the lack of globally connected IoT deployments, there is little research regarding service management in our envisioned setting. We identify requirements for a service-oriented site-locally deployed IoT with central global App stores. Such a management architecture will become the basis for an IoT App economy. We focus on a multi-tenant setting on all levels: development, distribution, and running.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of many distributed heterogeneous devices. They are managed by software services. To manage the IoT’s complexity, service-orientation is a promising paradigm. Complex applications get modularized into smaller microservices that implement reusable building blocks. So-called orchestration services dynamically compose other services for implementing complex scenarios [1], [2]. An example heating control services could connect dynamically to locally available gateway services to the available heaters.

For many reasons most currently deployed IoT systems run in the cloud. Mainly because of lower latency, research is moving IoT management from the cloudy Internet center towards its edges. Edge computing, and fog computing are the corresponding paradigms [3]. For reasons such as privacy and performance, this development can be pushed further towards management directly within local IoT sites [2], [4].

Site-local IoT management research enables the cooperation of so-called microservices [1], [3], [5]. Several (micro-)services run within local smart spaces. These setups are connected to the Internet as a whole. A service-oriented IoT requires the management of many services that mash up dynamically. As this paradigm is on the raise, we consider it a good time to examine service management in a visionary IoT setting with site-local IoT management.

For both, edge-based and site-local IoT, little research is currently happening towards full lifecycle service management. Instead, IoT service management research typically focuses on placement in specialized systems [6], [7] and constraint node management [8]. A cause is that the middleware research did not converge yet, resulting in the missing of a common runtime environment for IoT services.

The ultimate goal for a service-oriented IoT is establishing an App ecosystem [9]. The smartphone App economy showed how much creative and economic potential can be unlocked by giving developers the right tools [10].

In this work we assume a multi-tenant setting: Developers, store operators, and IoT sites are fully distributed and independent. Figure 1 gives an overview: developers on the top tier 1 deliver services to one or multiple stores on tier 2. The stores distribute services to locally-managed IoT sites (tier 3). A fundamental requirement for deploying a service-oriented, site-local management of the IoT is the availability of a suitable service management through all service lifecycle phases: from development to update.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper identifies for the first time requirements for a globally-distributed but site-locally managed IoT [3], [11]. Major contributions are:

1) Requirements on a globally-distributed locally-managed IoT service deployment.

2) A site-local IoT management reference architecture.

In section II we present the basic setting of our work: our service management reference architecture. Using it, in section III we identify IoT-specific challenges on implementing such an architecture. In section IV we present related research.

II. OUR REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE USING ONE SMART SPACE STORE

Central for an App economy is the availability of an integrated service management over the whole service lifecycle. It distributes services from distributed developers to distributed sites (fig. 1). For being runnable within different IoT sites, services have to be portable, running in diverse target settings without change.
With the Virtual State Layer (VSL) [5] we developed a middleware that enables the creation of portable services [2] via dynamic service discovery and composition [12], [13].

On top of middleware, service management functionality is required for obtaining services, installing them on the distributed locally available IoT nodes, and for migrating and updating them to optimize the local setting.

Figure 2 shows our hierarchical service management reference architecture. We assume distributed, independent IoT compute nodes. With the expected continuous increase of computational power, in the near future many IoT devices such as light switches should be able to run services [14], providing a solid base for distributed site local service management.

The service management is hierarchically organized. Node-Local Service Managers (NLSM) autonomously manage all services on a compute node. They report service states and node resources to Site-Local Service Managers (SLSM). Each site’s SLSMs optimize the service placement and migration. The SLSMs in each site act as interface towards global stores. A Smart Space Store acts as repository, can collect data from the sites, and provides feedback to developers.

Our assumptions are in-line with other researchers’ architectural visions (section IV). Therefore, we use it as reference for identifying important IoT-specific design challenges next.

III. REQUIREMENTS ON IoT SERVICE MANAGEMENT

Our requirements result from a long-term review of research and commercial activities in the IoT, Mobile, Pervasive, and Ubiquitous Computing, and especially for its systematic research– Network Management. Using our reference architecture (fig. 2), service management can be divided into:

- Development
- Distribution
- Configuration Management
- Dependency Management
- Deployment
- Placement Optimization, e.g. via service migration
- Update Management
- Security Management

Following this structure, we identify requirements for establishing an IoT App economy. See Table I. For each of our identified requirements, a source for further reading is given. For an overview on the IoT application domain from our different viewpoints, we recommend [15]–[18].

Similar to the App economy for smartphones we assume distributed developers (see fig. 1). For service distribution we assume one or multiple stores. Configuration happens partly during development, in the store, at initial deployment within a site, and during operation. Deployment, Placement Optimization, and Update happen within an IoT site.

Services enter the reference architecture at the Store Backend. A major challenge is making it simple-to-use (Dev.1): simple, understandable, and transparent [10].

Softwarizing physical environments with IoT installations requires high security standards. Each IoT site is different, making comprehensive service testing before deployment difficult. This circumstance requires continuous real world testing (Dev.2): Developers need access to error statistics from the distributed IoT sites that are connected to a store [19]. Finally, for fostering crowdsourced development [9], the store has to provide an accepted business model (Dev.3), e.g. leaving developers 70% of the revenue [20].

The Store Front-end requires good accessibility (Sto.1), e.g. Browsing through services, and getting recommendations [21]. Software quality can increase through User Feedback (Sto.2) [22], [23], e.g. via ratings that help developers and other users.

Site-local service management handles all local management aspects. Dynamic service coupling requires Software Dependency Management (Man.1) [24], e.g. towards supporting services [25]. The lack of administrators, and the complexity require automatic service deployment (Man.2), e.g. for resolving dependencies. Similarly, Hardware Dependency Management (Man.3) is required, e.g. for spawning gateway services on hardware nodes with the required communication interfaces, e.g. Bluetooth [26].

Enabling the composing of services requires Service Interface Directories (Man.4) to look up interfaces [12], [24]. Smart spaces differ significantly from smartphones as IoT devices are ambient and as such typically unattended. Having mainly
## IV. State of the Art

Plenty of research regarding service management in other domains such as general IT management, Mobile Computing, Pervasive and Cloud Computing exists. However, as seen in section III, distribution and heterogeneity of the IoT impose additional requirements on suitable, full life-cycle service management. Table I shows that most of our identified requirements go beyond the closest state of the art: Advanced Package Tool [33], App/Play Store [10], [34], and MS HomeStore [35].

The software distribution infrastructure of operating systems is close to our work as it provides node-local service management. *Packet managers* emerged to manage the growing complexity of the software installed on computers [33]. They are less focused on ad-hoc, online service management than on keeping local installations up-to-date. Software packets contain executables and metadata, including dependencies (Man.1, Mon.3) [36]. Packet managers typically offer an interface for browsing and searching applications (Sto.1), manage and resolve dependencies on other software packages (Man.1) [33], and verify downloaded packets before installing them (Sec.1). Repository maintainers test and sign the packets in the repository (Sec.1). Access rights are typically configured on a machine’s operating system, e.g. by an install script (Sec.2). Some functional software validation happens by the community (Sec.3).

The Mobile Computing App economies, App Store (2008) and the Play Store (2009) [10], [34], manage more homogeneous devices. The missing distribution of compute nodes within smartphones makes them less complex. Besides core packet management functionality, App stores have significantly increased usability compared to packet managers (Dev.1). Additionally, Apple created a value chain that fosters innovation and crowdsourced development (Dev.2, Dev.3, Sto.1, Sto.2) [37]. The App Store supports the entire App life cycle including payment, shipping, and updates [38], [39]. Operators typically keep 30% of the revenue of an App (Dev.3) [34], [40]. With user consent, crash reports from the participating devices can be collected and evaluated (Dev.2, Mon.2, Mon.3). The access statistics are partly publicly available (Mon.1). Apple manually checks Apps for various criteria before admitting them (Sec.3) [41]. Google runs automated tests, and reacts to user security reports (Sec.3) [42]. App Stores form a holistic App management ecosystem (Man.2, Man.5, Man.6, Sec.1, Sec.2) [43].

The scenario-wise closest related work is from the Pervasive Computing community. Microsoft research introduced the centralized HomeOS concept with its HomeStore in [35]. Apps in the HomeStore have manifests that express dependencies to other Apps (Man.1). When installing an App the user is asked to set rules that define what the App may access (Sec.2). In [19], using real world installations as a testbed (HomeLab) is proposed with a focus on doing real-world user studies (Mon.2, Mon.3).

Little work towards establishing a non-cloud-based IoT App economy exists. IoT site-locally, existing solutions either focus on service placement within IoT node sets [6], [7], or on deploying software on distributed resource-constraint nodes [8]. In [44] an overview on different IoT management architectures is given. The authors of [11] identify the need for service management research in the IoT.

Regarding edge-computing, there are approaches towards content management, load distribution, and offloading between resource weak devices and the cloud [3], [11].

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Required Features</th>
<th>Adv. Pkg. Tool</th>
<th>App/Play Store</th>
<th>MS HomeStore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store Back-end</td>
<td>Dev.1 Simplicity-to-Use [10]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dev.2 Support for Real World Testing [19]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dev.3 Accepted Business Model [7], [20]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Front-end</td>
<td>Sto.1 Good Accessibility, e.g. Browsing [21], [22]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sto.2 User Feedback [23]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site-Local Service Management</td>
<td>Man.1 SW Dependency Management [24]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man.2 Automatic Service Deployment [10]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man.3 HW Dependency Management [26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man.4 Service Interface Directories [12], [24], [32]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man.5 Unattended Provision/Update [27]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man.6 Management at Run Time [2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Sec.1 Verification of Service Package [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sec.2 Access Rights Management [25]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sec.3 Functional SW Validation [29]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Mon.1 Usage Statistics [19], [24], [30]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mon.2 Continuous Monitoring [19], [24], [30]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mon.3 Autom. Feedback Collection [19], [30], [31]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Con.1 Convergence Support [24], [28]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mobile Computing showed how an App economy can significantly push the establishment of a computing paradigm [10], [34], [37]. Based on the life-cycle of an IoT service, we identified IoT-specific challenges that emerge when designing a global App distribution/local management architecture.

Having an App Store strongly influenced the smartphone buying decision [34]. A similar impact can be expected for a Smart Spaces Store in the future, making the presented architecture not only technically but also economically relevant.

With this work we want to direct IoT service management research to points that may not be directly at hand, but are highly relevant. We are working on the presented concepts and look forward to other researchers joining us.
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